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Fifteen years after its original publication comes a thoroughly revised edition of the Evangelical

Dictionary of Theology. Every article from the original edition has been revisited. With some articles

being removed, others revised, and many new articles added, the result is a completely new

dictionary covering systematic, historical, and philosophical theology as well as theological ethics.
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A PROVEN REFERENCE TOOL Theologians, pastors, lay readers, and students have relied on the

Evangelical Dictionary of Theology as a valued resource for over fifteen years. Now, thoroughly

updated, this leading reference work continues to provide comprehensive, useful, and accurate

information in systematic, historical, and philosophical theology as well as theological ethics.

Reviews of the first edition: "Provides for the first time a full and balanced overview of evangelical

theology." -Library Journal "EDT is a work of responsible evangelical scholarship, judicious, and

generally fair to all sides. It has no ax to grind, though it does have a position to present. And

happily, this it does with an acceptable confidence." -Christianity Today "A first-class piece of

evangelical scholarship . . . [it] deserves a place in the library of every evangelical pastor, scholar,

and local church." - Trinity Journal "The definitive theological dictionary from an evangelical

standpoint. . . . Here is a reference tool that ought without question to be on the shelf of every

university student, seminarian, and Christian worker." -Themelios "This is a book that all who are

concerned about Christian ministry, whether on a professional or a lay level, would do well to have."



-Robert H. Culpepper, Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary "A prodigious and significant

work." -Review and Expositor Walter A. Elwell (Ph.D., University of Edinburgh) is professor of Bible

and theology at Wheaton College Graduate School. He is the editor of numerous reference works

and the coauthor of Encountering the New Testament.

Walter A. Elwell (Ph.D., University of Edinburgh) is professor of Bible and theology at Wheaton

College Graduate School. He is the editor of numerous reference works and the coauthor of

Encountering the New Testament.

I had to read this thing from cover to cover for a reading course I did. It wasn't easy and I didn't

always enjoy it but it's one of those things that pay off in the end. You will become familiar with

names and terms that are important in theology and philosophy especially.I have returned to it over

and over to refresh my memory, to research topics that I'm studying, and it is usable as a reliable,

quotable source.Negatives... around 10 years old, hopefully a 3rd Edition comes sometime. Always

good to keep up with the times and new findings.

What a great source of information for any theologians library and it was $20 cheaper to buy this

hard cover edition than it was to buy the Logo electronic version. I truly enjoy using this book in my

graduate studies of Theology.

Very fast shipment. Great product. Thank You

It was for school.

I absolutely love this book. Elwell does a great job of explaining the terms in layman, clear and

concise language. The large print is an extra plus. It will definitely remain among my favorites during

study time.

wish they commented on some other topics. very thorough, very concise (dense). overall excellent

resource.

If you are a christian you should own this book. I highly recommend it for anyone wanting quick

references on a great number of theological issues and biographies, very informative. Also I strongly



suggest you pick up the Baker Encyclopedia of Christian Apologetics aswell, you wont be

dissapointed.

The book was thorough and thoroughly interesting. I appreciated the help it provided for developing

biblical studies both from a historical and theological perspective.
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